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WEAK COMPACTNESS IN SPACES OF
COMPACT OPERATORS AND OF
VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

HERON S. COLLINS AND WOLFGANG RUESS

This is a study of weak compactness and weak convergence in
spaces of compact operators and in spaces of vector-valued functions.
The link between these two kinds of spaces is provided by the ε-product
XεY of locally convex spaces X and Y as introduced by Laurent
Schwartz. Spaces of compact operators, like K(X, Y) and X®εY, and
spaces of vector-valued functions, like C(K, X), and many more con-
crete spaces of analysis can be represented as (linear subspaces of)
suitable ε-products. Accordingly, the program of this paper is to char-
acterize (i) weak compactness, (ii) weak conditional compactness, (iii)
weak sequential convergence, and (iv) reflexivity in the general context
of XεY, and then to specialize the results to (a) spaces of compact
operators, (b) injective tensor products, and (c) spaces of vector-valued
continuous, or Pettis integrable functions.

0.1 Introduction. In this paper we study various concepts of weak
compactness and weak convergence in the ε-product XeY of locally convex
spaces X and 7, and specialize the results to the many operator and
function spaces of analysis which can be represented as topological linear
subspaces of suitable ε-products: (a) spaces of compact linear operators,
(b) injective tensor products, and (c) spaces of vector-valued continuous,
holomorphic, or Pettis integrable functions.

The ε-product XεY of locally convex spaces X and Y is the operator
space Le(X'c, Y) of all weak*-weakly continuous linear operators from Xf

into Y which transform equicontinuous subsets of Xf into relatively
compact subsets of 7, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence
on the equicontinuous sets in X'. For Banach spaces X and 7, this is the
familiar space of compact weak*-weakly continuous linear operators from
X' into 7, with the operator norm.

The main object of our considerations is to characterize the various
concepts of weak convergence in the operator space Le(X'c, 7) in terms of
the corresponding concepts in the (presumably well-known) factor spaces
JTand7.

We now briefly describe the contents of the paper.

Section 1 contains the fundamental results on weak [conditional]
compactness in Le( X'c, 7), together with applications to spaces of com-
pact operators and to injective tensor products.
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Section 2 deals with the special problem of weak convergence for
sequences in Le(X'c, 7). We determine the form of the extreme points in
the dual of Le(X'c9 Y) (and in the duals of K{X, Y) and X®εY), and
derive a kind of Rainwater result for the operator space Le(X'c, Y).

In Section 3 we discuss weak sequential completeness and reflexivity
of Le(X'c,Y) and specialize the results to various spaces of compact
operators.

In Section 4 the results considered so far are applied to spaces of
vector-valued functions.

In [16], the results of this paper are being supplemented by determin-
ing concrete representations for the dual space of Le(X'c, Y) in terms of
the duals X' and Y' of the factor spaces X and 7.

0.2 Notation, terminology, and preliminary results. As far as locally
convex duality is concerned, the terminology is that of J. Horvath's book
[33], with the following exceptions: given a locally convex space X (always
assumed to be Hausdorff), we denote by X'c9 X'Ύ9 and X'h the topological
dual X' of X with the topology of uniform convergence on the compact,
the weakly compact, and the bounded disks in X, respectively. (A disk is a
convex circled set.) Accordingly, X"9 X"9 and Xb will denote the second
adjoint X" — (XbY of X with the topology of uniform convergence on the
corresponding subsets of X'b. The bilinear form associated with the dual
pair (X, Xf) (evaluation of j c ' E Γ a t x E X) will be denoted by (x, x').

Given a subset A of a locally convex space, its closed convex (resp.
convex circled) hull will be denoted by cA (resp. acA)9 and the set of its
extreme points by ext A.

Given two locally convex spaces X and 7, a continuous linear
operator h: X-* Y is called [weakly] compact if there exists a zero
neighbourhood Uin X such that h{U) is [weakly] relatively compact in Y.

Spaces of linear operators: L(X, 7), W(X, 7), and K(X9 Y) denote
the spaces of all continuous, all weakly compact, and all compact linear
operators from X into 7. Wb{X, Y) (resp. Kh(X9 Y)) is the space of all
weakly continuous linear operators from X into Y which transform
bounded sets into relatively weakly compact (resp. compact) subsets of 7.
Usually, these operator spaces will be endowed with the topology of
uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of X (the operator norm,
whenever X and Y are Banach spaces), and then denoted by Lb(X9 7),
Wb{X9 7), Kb(X9 7) etc. LC(X9 7) will denote the space L(X9 7) with the
topology of uniform convergence on the compact disks in X.

Special spaces: A locally convex space will be called semi-reflexive
(resp. semi'Montel) whenever all its bounded subsets are relatively weakly
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compact (resp. compact). Of particular importance will be a class of
generalized DF spaces: X is said to be a gDF space (generalized DF) [47,
48] if (i) its strong dual X'b is a Frechet space, and (ii) its topology is
localizable on the bounded sets, i.e. linear operators into other locally
convex spaces are continuous as soon as their restrictions to the bounded
sets are. This class of spaces has been introduced in [40] and investigated
by the second named author in [46, 47, 48] in connection with function
spaces with R. C. Buck's strict topology [12, 13].

[Weakly] compact operators on gDF spaces: The following general
results of [46, 48] on [weakly] compact operators will be needed throughout
the paper: [48, Thm. 3.1]: Given a gDF space X and a Frechet space 7, a
weakly continuous linear operator from X into Y (i) is compact as soon as
it transforms bounded sets into relatively compact ones, and (ii) is weakly
compact as soon as it transforms bounded sets into weakly relatively
compact ones, and, in addition, it is continuous for the original topologies
of X and Y (for instance, if X is Mackey). More generally: Wb(X, Y) —
W(X,Y), whenever all weakly (σ(X\ X")) compact disks of X'b are
equicontinuous.

0.3. The ε-product of L. Schwartz.
0.1 DEFINITION ([53, 54]). Given two locally convex spaces X and 7,

the ε-product XεY of X and Y is defined to be the space Le(X'c, Y) of
continuous linear operators from X'c into Y, endowed with the topology of
uniform convergence on the equicontinuous subsets of X'.

Four of the basic examples of (subspaces of) ε-products to be dis-
cussed in this paper are presented in the following table.

0.2 EXAMPLE: Spaces of compact linear operators
(z) Kh(X,Y) = Le(X'c\Y) = (X'h)eY

u h-> u"

(b) Kb(X9 Y) « Le(X'c'9 Y) a (X'b)εY
u^u"

(c) K>(X, Y) « Le(X'c'9 Y) β (X'b)έY

(d) Given Banach spaces X and Y, the ε-product
XεY = Le(X'c9 Y) is exactly the space of com-
pact weak*-weakly continuous linear opera-
tors from X' into Y, with the usual opera-
tor norm.

X normed,
Y Banach

*gDF,
Y Frechet

X, Y locally convex,
Y quasi-complete
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0.3 EXAMPLE: Spaces of continuous linear operators

Lc(X,Y)^Le((X'c)'c,Y)^(X'c)εY

uv+u"

0.4 EXAMPLE: Infective tensor products

X®εY^Le(X'c,Y)=XeY

x ® y h-> {x' h* (x, x')y)

0.5 EXAMPLE: Linearization of vector-valued functions
C(S, X)co s Le(X'c9 C(S)CO) β (C(S) c o )ε*

F H > P : {JC'WJC'OF}

co(s, z ^ ^Le(i;,co(5)j^(co(5uεi
FH>F*: {x'h»x' O F}

X and 7 locally

convex

Xand 7 complete

locally convex

X quasi-complete
locally convex

S locally compact
Hausdorff

We quote now from L. Schwartz' paper [54] the basic general facts on
ε-products which will be needed throughout the paper.

(0.6.0) Ifh is a linear operator from X' into Y, then we have: h belongs
to XεY, i.e. is continuous from X[ into Y, if (and only if) it is weak*-weakly
(σ( X\ X) — σ( Y, Y')) continuous and transforms the equicontinuous subsets
of X' into relatively compact subsets of Y\ equivalently, if (and only if) it is
weak*-weakly continuous and its restrictions to the equicontinuous subsets of
Xf are continuous from X'c into Y.

(0.6.1) // X and Y are quasi-complete (resp. complete)^ then XεY is
quasi-complete (resp. complete). ([54, p. 29])

(0.6.2) // Xo and Yo are linear subspaces of X and Y, respectively, then
XoεYQ is a topological linear subspace of XεY. ([54, p. 22].)

(0.6.3) The correspondence between h E L(X'c9 Y) and its adjoint W sets
up a topological linear isomorphism between XεY and YεX:

XεY = Le{X'c, Y) = Le{Y'c, X) = YεX

h' ([*,/>. 34].)

1. Weak compactness and weak conditional compactness in spaces of
operators. In this section we develop the fundamental results on weak
convergence in the operator space Le(X'c, Y). We also discuss weak
conditional compactness, i.e. the problem of when a given sequence of
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operators in Le(X'c, 7 ) has a weak Cauchy subsequence. The results are
then specified to spaces of compact operators and injective tensor prod-
ucts. Applications to vector-valued functions are given in §4.

LA General results. The key tool for an understanding of weak
convergence in Le(X'c9Y) is provided by Proposition 1.2. We use the
following notation:

1.1 NOTATION. Let (hλ)λ be a net of linear operators from X' into 7.
(a) (hλ)λ is said to be wot-(weak operator topology) convergent to a

linear operator h: Xr -» 7, if (hλx')λ C Y is weakly (σ(Y, 7')) convergent
to hxr for all x' E X'.

(b) More generally, given subsets M and N of X' and Y\ (hλ)λ is said
to be Af ® N-wot convergent to a linear operator h: Xf -» 7, if (hλm, n)λ

converges to (Λm, n) for all m E M and all n G N.

1.2 PROPOSITION. Le/ X Λ/M/ 7 fee locally convex spaces, and H a subset
ofL(X'e9Y).

(a) H is weakly relatively compact in Le( X'c9 7 ) if and only if it is weak
operator topology relatively compact in L{ X'c9 7 ) .

(b) H is weakly relatively compact in Le( X'C,Y) if and only if
(i) H{x') is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all x' E X\ and
(ii) every operator h: X' -> 7 which is the wot-limit of a net (Λ λ ) λ C H

is contained in Le(X'c9 7 ) .

As an immediate consequence, we arrive at a first definite result on
weak sequential convergence.

1.3 THEOREM. Let X and 7 be arbitrary locally convex spaces.
(a) A sequence (hn)n C L(X'c9 7 ) converges weakly in Le(X'c9 7 ) to

h E L(X'C9 7 ) if and only if(hnx')n C 7 converges weakly (σ(7, 7')) to hx'
for all x' E X'.

(b) A sequence (*„)„ C L(X'c9 7 ) is weafc/y CβwcΛj in Le(X'c9 7 )
if{hnx')n C 7 w wβέΛfy (σ(7, F)) CΛWCΛJ IΛ 7/br all xr E Xr.

Note that proposition (b) of this result follows from (a) and the fact
that a sequence (zn)n in a locally convex space Z is Cauchy if and only if
(znk+ι ~ zn )k ^s convergent to zero for all strictly increasing sequences
(nk)k of integers.

Proof of Proposition 1.2. Part (a): We show that wot-compactness
implies weak compactness. Then the proofs of all other assertions are
straightforward. The basic idea is to embed Le{Xr

c, 7 ) topologically into a
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product of C(#)-spaces. Given any h G L(X'c9 7), consider the canonical
bilinear form Bh on X' X 7' associated with A, defined by Bh(x\ y') =
(hx\ y'). Bh has continuous restrictions to (t/°, weak*) X (V°9 weak*),
and we have the following topological linear embedding:

Le(X'c9Y)Zπ{c(U°X V°)\U,V)

where U and V run through zero neighbourhood bases of X and Y. Hence,
according to Tychonov's Theorem, a subset H of Le(X'c, Y) is weakly
compact if and only if all sets BH\ U° X V° = {Bh \ U° X V° \ h G H)
are weakly compact in C(U° X V°). But if H is a wot-compact subset of
L(X'c9 7), then the set BH\ U° X V° is bounded and pointwise compact,
hence weakly compact in C(U° X V°). Pointwise compactness being clear
from the assumption of wot-compactness of H, the boundedness of
BHI U° X V° is a consequence of the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem: given
any x' G Γ , the set (Hx\ y') is a bounded set of scalars for all >>' G 7'.
This shows that H | A ô is a pointwise bounded, and thus norm bounded
set of continuous linear operators from the Banach space (X'υo9 U°) (span
of U° in X' with ί/° as norm unit ball) into Y. This implies the
boundedness of BH\U° X V°9 and the proof of part (a) is complete.

Part (b): Clearly, only sufficiency of the two conditions needs to be
checked. Hence, assume that conditions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. According
to part (a), it is enough to show that H is wot-relatively compact. We show
that every net in H has a wot-convergent subnet. By Tychonov's Theorem,
the set π{H(x') \ xf G X'} is a weakly compact subset of Yx (here, H(x')
denotes the weak closure of H(x') in Y). Hence, if (hλ)λ C H is a net in
H, then the net ((hλx')χf(ΞX,)λ has a σ( Yx\ (Yx )r)-convergent subnet
( ( V X c e r V ( ( W e rOγ - ( ^ I Έ Γ e r χ / with respect to
(7, σ(7, y)) This implies that (hyx')y C 7 converges weakly to hx' for
all JC' G X'. According to (ii), h is an element of L{X'C, 7), and we just
showed that (Λy)y is wot-convergent to h. This completes the proof.

Proposition 1.2 can be used to derive the results of [62] on the
problem of whether weak compactness properties of factors A C X and
ΰ C Γ a r e inherited by their formal tensor product A®B— {a<8> b\ a G
A, b G 5}, viewed as a subset of the injective tensor product X®εY. The
heredity problem for weak compactness itself can even be solved in the
most satisfactory way, eliminating the assumption of [62] that one of the
spaces l o r 7 be Smulian (weak relative countable compactness implies
weak relative sequential compactness):
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1.4 THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. If A and B are
weakly relatively compact in X and Y, respectively, then A ® B is weakly
relatively compact in X®ε F, and we have: A®B — A®B {for the respec-
tive weak closures).

Proof. The "tensor map"

T: (X, weak) X (7 , weak) -> {L(X'c9 Y), wot)

(x9 y) \-*x®y: {xf H> (x'9x)y)

is bilinear and continuous. H e n c ^ given weakly relatively compact subsets
A of X and B of Y9 the set A ® B = T(A X B) is wot-compact, and thus,
by Proposition 1.2(a), weakly compact in Jf ® ε y. The rest of the proof is
now clear.

We now turn to the fundamental general result on weak conditional
compactness.

1.5 Terminology. A subset A of a locally convex space is said to be
weakly conditionally compact, if every sequence in A has a weak Cauchy
subsequence.

Considering the operator space Le(X'c9Y)9 we first note that an
obvious necessary condition for a subset H of Le(X'c, Y) to be weakly
conditionally compact is that both H(x') and H\y') be weakly condition-
ally compact in Y and X, respectively, for all x' E X' and all y E Yf. We
get sufficient conditions if we require that at least one of them be weakly
relatively compact. Here is the precise result:

1.6 PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be Frechet spaces, and H a subset of

(i) H(x') is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all x' E Xf

9 and
(ii) H'(y') is weakly conditionally compact in X for ally' E Y\ then H

is weakly conditionally compact in Le(X'c9 Y).
Whenever Y is a weakly sequentially complete Frechet space, then

conditions (i) and (ii) are also necessary for H to be weakly conditionally
compact in Le(X'c9 Y).

Proof. Our proof is an adaptation of Lewis' proof for the correspond-
ing result on X ®εY for X and Y Banach spaces [37, Thm. 1.3]. Assume
that conditions (i) and (ii) on H C L(X'c9 Y) are fulfilled, and let (hn)n C H
be an arbitrary sequence in H. First, since X and Y are Frechet spaces, it
is easy to see that there exists a closed separable linear subspace Yo of Y
such that the ranges of all hn's are contained in Yo. The dual ΓQ of Yo is
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weak*- (σ(70', 70)-) separable. Let (yή)n be a O(YQ, Y0)-dense countable set
in YQ. Applying condition (ii) and a standard diagonalization argument,
we arrive at a subsequence (h'nk)k oί(h'n)n with the property that (h'nk(yj))k

is weakly Cauchy in X for all j . Let now xf E X\ y$ E Yo', and ε > 0.
Then, according to (i) and the O(YQ, 70)-denseness of (y'n)n in YQ, and thus
Mackey-denseness of span(j>n')n in YQ, there exists y' E span(j^')n such
that \(hnx\ yf -y^)\<ε for all k. The fact that yf is of the form
yf — ΎI^ aj[ implies that, for k and 1 large enough,

=s|( V > yό - y')\

This proves that (hnx
/, yβk is Cauchy for all x' E X' and all y^ E Y£.

Hence, according to Theorem 1.3, (hnk)k is weakly Cauchy in LχX'c, 70),
and thus, by result (0.6.2), in Le(Xr

c, 7 ) . This completes the proof.
We give now conditions on X and 7 assuring that every bounded

sequence in Le{ X'c, 7 ) has a weak Cauchy subsequence.

1.7 THEOREM. Let X and 7 be Frechet spaces such that
(i) every bounded sequence in X has a weak Cauchy subsequence, and

(ii) every separable linear subspace of 7 has a (strongly) separable dual
Then every bounded sequence in Le(Xf

c, 7 ) has a weak Cauchy subsequence.
In particular, under these assumptions, the spaces Le( X'c, 7 ) and X®εY

are reflexive if and only if they are weakly sequentially complete.

Note. The assumptions of Theorem 1.7 are fulfilled, whenever X is a
Banach space not containing (an isomorph of) I1 [44], or a reflexive
Frechet space, and 7 is a Banach space whose dual has the Radon-Niko-
dym property [55], or 7 is a reflexive Frechet space.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Again, as in the proof of the foregoing result,
given a bounded sequence (hn)n C Le(X'c, 7) , there exists a closed separa-
ble linear subspace 70 of 7 such that the ranges of all Λn's are contained
in Yo. According to assumption (ii), YQ is strongly separable. Let (yή)n be
a strongly dense subset. Applying assumption (i) and, again, a diagonali-
zation argument, we arrive at a subsequence (hnk)k of (hn)n such that
(h'nk(yj))k is weakly Cauchy in X for ally. Taking adjoints again, this
implies that, given x' E X', the sequence (hnx')k is σ(70,(j/)n)-Cauchy.
But, on bounded subsets of 70, σ(7 0,(j/)M) and σ(7 0, YQ) coincide.
Hence, {hnx')k is σ(7 0, ί^)-Cauchy in YQ, and thus, according to Theorem
1.3, {hHk)k is weakly Cauchy in Le(X'c, 7 0). An appeal to result (0.6.2)
completes the proof.
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We now discuss various special cases of the results given so far.

l.B Spaces of compact operators. Throughout this paragraph, we use
the representation K£(X9 Y) = Le(X'c', Y) of Example 0.2(c).

1.8 THEOREM. Let X be a quasi-complete locally convex space, S a
locally compact Hausdorff space, and denote, as usual, by C0(S) the space of
continuous scalar-valued functions on S vanishing at infinity, endowed with
the sup-norm. For a sequence {kn)n C K(C0(S), X), the following are
equivalent:

(a) (kn)n converges weakly in Kb(C0(S), X) to zero.
(b) (x' o kjif) ->0 uniformly in n for all x' e X' and all (f^ C C0(S)

which are uniformly bounded and converge pointwise to zero, and kn(f) -> 0
weakly in Xfor allf E C0(S).

(c) (k'ή(χo))n converges weakly in X to zero for all open subsets O of S.

This extends corresponding results of Brooks/Lewis [11, Thms. 3.2
and 3.3]. It is a consequence of Theorem 1.3, the topological linear
isomorphism Kb(C0(S), X) = Le(Mb(S)'c, X) of §0.3, Example 0.2(c), and
the criteria for weak convergence of sequences in Mb(S) — (C0(S))'b, cf.
[29, V.4].

1.9 THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces, Y quasi-complete.
For a subset H of Kb(X, Y), the following are equivalent:

(i) H is weakly relatively compact in Kb(X, Y).
(ii) The set H" of second adjoints of members of H is wot-relatively

compact in L(X", Y).
(iii) (a) H"(x") is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all x" E X'\ and
(b) every wot-limit u: X" -» Y of a net (hχ)λ C H" is contained in

Note. For X normed and Y Banach, or, more generally, X gDF and Y
Frechet, Kb(X, Y) is exactly the space Kb(X, Y) of compact linear
operators from X into Y with the usual operator topology, see the last
paragraph of §0.2.

, REMARKS, (a) Theorem 1.9 asserts that for the special case of Banach
spaces X and Y with X reflexive, weak compactness in K(X,Y) is
equivalent to weak operator topology compactness in K(X, Y). It is
instructive to note that this relation breaks down as soon as we go over
from the space of compact operators to the space of weakly compact
operators: For a separable Hubert space H, every bounded sequence in
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L(H) has a weak operator topology convergent subsequence (cf. [1, 34
Satz 1, p. 85]). Yet, as is well known (see also Theorem 3.7), for H
infinite-dimensional, L(H) is not reflexive (K(H) is not even a dual
space, by a result of Schatten [52]).

(b) Theorem 1.9 is a consequence of Proposition 1.2.
(c) For the special case of Banach spaces X and Y, the equivalence of

propositions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.9 has been proved by Kalton [35,
Thm. 1].

1.10 THEOREM. Let X be a normed space and Y a Banach space, or,
more generally, X gDF and Y Frechet, and let H be a subset of K{ X, Y). If

(a) H"(x") is weakly relatively compact in Y for all x" E X", and
(b) H'(y') is weakly conditionally compact in Xbfor ally' E Y',

then H is weakly conditionally compact in Kb(X, Y).

This is a consequence of Proposition 1.6.

1.11 THEOREM. Let X be a gDF space and Y a Frechet space such that
(a) every bounded sequence in X'h has a weak Cauchy subsequence, and
(b) every separable linear subspace of Y has a {strongly) separable dual.

Then every bounded sequence in Kb{X, Y) has a weak Cauchy subsequence.
In particular, under these assumptions, Kb( X, Y) is reflexive if (and only if)
it is weakly sequentially complete.

As a special case, we obtain:

1.12 COROLLARY. Let X and Ybe Banach spaces such that
(a) X9 does not contain lλ and Y' has RNP, or
(b) X" has RNP and Y does not contain l\

Then K(X, Y) does not contain lλ.

This result slightly extends Theorem 3 of [21].

l.C Infective tensor products. Throughout this paragraph, we use the

embedding X®,Y^Le(X'c, Y) of Example 0.4.

1.13 THEOREM. Let X and Y be Frechet spaces and H a subset of
X®εY.If

(a) H(x') is weakly relatively compact in Yfor all xf E X', and
(b) H'(y') is weakly conditionally compact in X for all y' E Yf,

then H is weakly conditionally compact in X ®ε Y.

This is a consequence of Proposition 1.6.
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1.14 THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that
(a) X does not contain l\ and Yr has RNP, or
(b) Xr has RNP, and Y does not contain I1.

Then X<8>εY and even the whole space L(X'C, Y) of compact weak*-weakly
continuous linear operators from X' into Y, with the operator norm, does not
contain I1.

This is a consequence of Theorem 1.7 and the isometry Lb{Xf

c, Y) =
Lh{Y'c,X) of (0.6.3).

Note. In connection with Theorem 1.14, it is interesting to note that
X — Y — JT the James Tree space gives an example of Banach spaces X
and Y both not containing I1 but whose completed injective tensor
product X ®ε Y does contain l\ cf. [49].

2. Weak sequential convergence and extreme points in duals of
operator spaces. We first determine the form of the extreme points in the
dual of Le(X'c9 Y). This will enable us to deduce criteria for weak
compactness and for weak sequential convergence in a unified manner
without recourse to Theorem 1.3.

2.1 PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces with zero
neighbourhood bases % ^ and % y .

(a) A fundamental system of equicontinuous subsets of (Le(X'c, Y))' is
given by the family of bipolar sets (ί/° ® F 0 ) 0 0 of the products U° ® F°,
U<E %xandV^Gliγ.

(b) ext((ί/° ® F 0 ) 0 0 ) C (ext U°) ® (ext V°) for all U£%

Proof. X'®Y' is a linear subspace of (Le(X'c,Y))' via the linear
embedding j : X' ® T -> (Le(X'c, Y))'

Let W(U°, V) = {h E L(X'C9 Y) \ h(U°) C V}9 U G %x, V G % y J 7 and
Vclosed convex circled, be a basic zero neighbourhood mLe(X'c, Y). Then
we have:

(U° ® V°)° = [h G L(X'C, Y) I |A(£/° ® V°)\ <

= {A G L ( * ; , 7 ) I h(U°) C F} = W^(t/°, F ) .

This proves assertion (a).
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In order to prove (b), we first show that the set U° <8> V° is
σ((Le)', Le)-compact and then apply the Krein-Milman Theorem. Con-
sider the map

jυy. (U°, weak*) X (F°, weak*) -» ((Le(X'c, Y))', weak*)

We show that this map is continuous. Let (x'λ, y{)x C U° X V° converge
weak* X weak* to (*', y') G U° X V°. Given h G L(X'C, Y), we have:

^\(h(x'λ-x'),y'λ)\+\{hx',yί-y%

Since, on equicontinuous sets, the c-topology and the weak*-topology
coincide, the net (h(x'λ — x'))λ tends to zero in Y. Since all of (yχ)λ is
contained in V°9 we thus have that the first term on the right is small for λ
large enough. The same is true for the second term, for the net (y{ — y')λ

tends weak* to zero. This proves the assertion. According to the
Krein-Milman Theorem, we now know that ext(ί/° ® F 0 ) 0 0 C (U° ® V°).
It is now an easy algebraic computation to show that ext(ί/° ® F 0 ) 0 0 C
(ext U°) ® (ext V°). This completes the proof.

2.2 THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces.
(a) ext B(K'(X, Y)) C (ext B(X")) ® (ext B(Y'))
(b) Lb(X'c, Y) is the space of compact weak*-weakly continuous linear

operators from Xf into 7, with the operator norm. We have:

ext B{Ub{X'c9 Y)) C (ext B{X')) ® (ext B{Y')).

(c) ext B((X®εY)') C (ext B(X')) ® (ext B{Y*)).

Proposition (a) of this theorem has recently been proved by Fakhouri
[20, Cor. 2(b)]. In the context of more general locally convex spaces, we
note:

2.3 THEOREM, (a) Let X be a gDF space, Y a Frechet space, and let
W(B, V) = [k G K(X, Y) I k(B) C V) be a basic zero neighbourhood in
K{ X, 7), B a bounded subset of X, V a zero neighbourhood in Y. Then we
have: ext(W(B, V))° C (ext B00) ® (ext F°).

(b) Let X and Y be locally convex spaces, and let W(U°, V) = {h E
X ®ε Y\ h(U°) CV] be a basic zero neighbourhood in X®εY,U (resp. V)
a zero neighbourhood in X (resp. Y). Then we have: ext(W(U°, V))° C
(ext U°) ® (ext V°).

Proposition (b) of this result has recently been proved by Floret [22,
8.12].
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Note, In [49] it will be shown that the containment relations in
Proposition 2.1 and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 actually can be replaced by
equality.

We now turn to applications of Proposition 2.1.

2.4 THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces, h G L(X'C, Y),
and(hn)n a sequence in L(X'C, Y), The following are equivalent:

(i) (hn)n converges weakly in Le(X'c, Y) toh.
(ii) (hnx')n converges weakly in Y to fix' for all xf G X'.

(iii) (hn)n is bounded in Le{X'c, Y), and{hnx', y')n converges to{hxr, y')
for all x' G ext U°, yf ε ext V°, U G %χ9 V G %γ.

Note. Since, for X and Y complete, X®εY is a topological linear
subspace of Le(X'c, Y), Theorem 2.4 in particular describes weakly con-
vergent (and weak Cauchy) sequences in the completed injective tensor
product of locally convex spaces.

For the case of Banach spaces X and Y, the respective criteria for
X ®ε Y have been proved by Lewis [37]. Related results in the X <§>ε F-set-
ting are also to be found in [61].

2.5 THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces, Y quasi-complete,
and let h, {hn)n C Kb(X, Y). Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (hn)n converges weakly in K%(X, Y) toh.
(ii) (h'y)n converges weakly in Y to h"x" for all x" G X".

(iii) (hn)n is bounded in K*(X,Y), and (h'^x", y')n converges to
{h"x", yf) for all x" G ext B00, yr G ext F°, B out of a fundamental family
of bounded sets in X, V out of a zero neighbourhood base in Y.

For Banach spaces X and Y, Theorem 2.5 has recently been proved by
Fakhouri [21]. Proposition 2.1 can be combined with results of
Bourgain/Talagrand [10], De Wilde [17], Floret [22], and of Grothendieck
[28] in order to derive further weak compactness criteria for special
subsets of Le(X'c, 7) . We single out several particular examples in Theo-
rem 2.6. In the following theorems, ext Z ' denotes the set

U {e

2.6 THEOREM. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces with zero
neighbourhood bases % x and %γ, and let H be a bounded subset of
Le{X'c,Y).

(a) H is weakly relatively sequentially compact in Le{X'c, Y) if and only
if it is ext X' ® ext Y'-wot relatively sequentially compact in L(X'C, Y).
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(b) //, in addition, X and Y are quasi-complete, then H is weakly
relatively compact in Le(X'c, Y) if and only if it fulfills the ext X' ® ext F -
interchangeable double limits property: there exist no sequences {hn)n C H
™d {x'm)m C ext U° and (y'm)m C ext V°, UG<%,X9 VG %Y, such that
both limits ]χmn1imm(hnx'm, y'm) and \immXιmn{hnx

f

m, y'm) exist and are
distinct.

(c) If, in addition, X and Y are complete, or if H is convex and its
closure is complete in the Mackey topology of Le(X'c, Y), then H is weakly
relatively compact in Le( X'c, Y) if and only if it is ext X' ® ext Y'-wot
relatively countably compact in L(X'C, Y).

For proposition (b), consult [30, Thm. 7.b]. The first part of proposi-
tion (c) follows from a combination of Proposition 2.1 with an extension
to locally convex spaces of Bourgain/Talagrand's result in [10] which
states that a bounded subset of a Banach space Z is weakly relatively
compact if (and only if) it is ext i?z,-wot relatively countably compact. For
the second part of proposition (c), consult [18, Prop. 5.1] and [22, 8.3].

Finally, a further special result can be derived from Proposition 2.1
and [27] if we consider the case that one of the factor spaces, X say, has a
zero neighbourhood base GHX such that ext U° U {0} is a weak*-compact
subset of U° for all U G $LX. For instance, think of X = (C(T), co), the
space of continuous scalar-valued functions on a completely regular
Hausdorff space T, with the compact-open topology (for further exam-
ples, see Theorem 4.3 in §4).

2.7 PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be quasi-complete locally convex spaces
such that X has a zero neighbourhood base fylx with the property that
ext U° U {0} is a weak*-compact subset of U° for all U G %x. Then a
subset H of L(X'C, Y) is weakly relatively compact in Le{X'c, Y) if and only

if
(i) H is bounded in Le( X'c, Y).

(ii) H(x') is weakly relatively compact in Y for all xr E ext U°,
UG<%LX.

(iii) Every (ext X') ® Y'-wot Cauchy net in H has an (ext X') ® Y'-wot
limit in L(Xf

c,Y).

Proof. According to [27, Thm. 7.a], for a proof of the sufficiency, we
have to show that all sets {Bh | ext U° U {0} X V° | h G H} are weakly
compact in C(ext U° U {0} X V°), U E %x, V E % y . This can be proved
by a technique analogous to the one of the proof of Proposition 1.2.
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As before, the last result can be interpreted for spaces of compact
operators and injective tensor products. This is left to the interested
reader. Applications to spaces of vector-valued functions will be given in
§4.

3. Weak sequential completeness and reflexivity. Concentrating for
the moment on the case of Frechet spaces X and Y, we first note that a
trivial necessary condition for Le(X'c, Y) to be reflexive is that both X and
Y be reflexive, for X and Y can be realized as closed linear subspaces of
Le{X'c, Y). But, under these circumstances, namely X and Y reflexive
Frechet, we know already from Theorem 1.7 that Le(X'c, Y) is reflexive if
only it is weakly sequentially complete. For this reason, we first study
weak sequential completeness of Le(X'c, Y).

3.1 PROPOSITION. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. Le(X'c, Y) is
weakly sequentially complete if and only if

(i) X and Y are weakly sequentially complete, and
(ii) L(X'C, Y) is wot-sequentially closed in L(X'Ύ, Y).

REMARKS. Recall that X'τ denotes the dual of X with the Mackey
topology τ(X\ X) of uniform convergence on the weakly compact disks
in X. Hence, L{X'T, Y) is exactly the space of all weak*-weakly continuous
linear operators from X' into Y. Proposition (ii) thus means that any
weak*-weakly continuous linear operator from X' into Y which is the
wot-limit of a sequence of c-continuous linear operators necessarily must
transform equicontinuous subsets of Xr into subsets of Y which are
relatively compact for the original topology of Y.

For a proof of Proposition 3.1, we need the following technical result.

3.2 LEMMA. // X and Y are locally convex spaces such that X is weakly
sequentially complete, then every wot-limit h: X' -> Y of a sequence (hn)n C
L( X'τ, Y) is contained in L(X'τ, Y).

Proof. Assuming that (i) (hnx'9 y') -> (hx'9 y') for all x' G X\y' G Ύ\
and a sequence {hn)n C L(X'τ9 7), we have to show that h is weak*-weakly
continuous. First, our assumption implies that (h'ny')n is weakly Cauchy,
and thus weakly convergent in X for all yf G Y'. This defines a linear map
v: T -> X with the property that (ii) (/?'„/, x') -* (vy\ xf) for all x' G X\
yf G T. (i) and (ii) together show that (iii) (hx\ y') = (vy\ xr) for all
x' G X\ y' G Y'. Hence, given a weak*-convergent net (x'λ)λ -»x\ and
yf G F , we have: (iv) (hx'X9 yf) = (vy'9 x'λ) «* (vy\ JCO = (hx\ y% which
proves our assertion.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. Necessity of the conditions is a consequence
of Theorem 1.3. For a proof of the sufficiency part, let {hn)n be a weak
Cauchy sequence in Le{X'c, 7 ) . Then (hnx')n is weakly Cauchy in7, and
thus, according to (i), weakly convergent in 7, for all x' E X'. This defines
a linear operator v: Xf -» 7 with the property that (hnx

f, y') -* (vx'9 y')
for all xr E X', / E 7'. According to Lemma 3.2, t; belongs to L(X;, 7) .
An appeal to (ii) now completes the proof.

3.3 PROPOSITION, (a) Given two complete locally convex spaces X and
Y, the space X ®ε Y is weakly sequentially complete if and only if both X and
Y are weakly sequentially complete, and X ®ε Y is wot-sequentially closed in

(b) Given Banach spaces X and 7, or, more generally, a gDF space X
and a Frechet space 7, the space Kb(X, 7 ) is weakly sequentially complete if
and only if X'b and Y are weakly sequentially complete and L(X", 7 ) is
wot-sequentially closed in L( X", 7) .

REMARKS. Proposition (a) follows from Lemma 3.2 in the same way as
Proposition 3.1. Proposition (b) is a special case of Proposition 3.1.

Proposition (a) shows that in the corresponding result of [60, Thm.
3.2], the assumption of the approximation property is superfluous.

Condition (ii) of Proposition 3.1 is trivially fulfilled whenever L( X'c9 7 )
and L(X'T, 7 ) coincide. Hence, the condition L(X'C, 7 ) = L(X'T, 7 ) (to-
gether with X and 7 being weakly sequentially complete) is a simple, but
seemingly quite strong sufficient condition for weak sequential complete-
ness of Le(X'c, 7 ) . It comes as a little surprise that, conversely, under the
presence of the metric approximation property this condition is even
necessary. The prototype result in this direction is that of Lewis [37, Thm.
2.1] in the context of Banach spaces. We extend Lewis' technique of proof
to the Frechet space setting. First, we recall Grothendieck's notion of the
metric approximation property for locally convex spaces.

Terminology. A locally convex space Z has the metric approximation
property m.a.p. [30, p. 182] if there exists an equicontinuous subset H of
finite rank operators in L(Z, Z) such that the identity map on Z is
contained in the c-closure of H.

3.4 THEOREM. Let X and 7 be locally convex spaces.
(a) // X and 7 are weakly sequentially complete, and L(X'T, 7 ) =

L(X'C, 7) , then Le(X'c, 7 ) is weakly sequentially complete. If, in addition, X
and 7 are complete, the same assertion holds for X <8>ε 7.

(b) Conversely, if X and 7 are Frechet spaces such that X or 7 has
m.a.p., then we have: If Le{X'c,Y) {—X^εY) is weakly sequentially
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complete, then X and Y are weakly sequentially complete, and L(X'τ, Y) =
L(X'C, Y): every weak*-weakly continuous linear operator from Xr into Y
transforms equicontinuous subsets of Xf into relatively compact subsets of Y.

Note. The identity L(X'τ, Y) = L(X'C, Y) holds trivially whenever X
or Y is semi-Montel (bounded sets are relatively compact), or whenever in
X or Y the families of compact and of weakly compact subsets coincide.
In particular, for X or Y a Banach space with the Schur property (weak
and norm sequential convergence coincide). Thus, Theorem 3.4 extends
corresponding results in [60], and the result of [38].

Proof of Proposition (b) of Theorem 3.4. According to the symmetry of
the assertion, it is no restriction to assume that Y has m.a.p. For a given
u E L{X'τ9 7), we have to show that u(U°) is relatively compact in Y for
all U E fylX9 i.e. that, given any sequence (x'n)n C £7°, the sequence (ux'n)n

has a convergent subsequence. Following Lewis' idea of proof [37, Thm.
2.1], this is done by showing that there exists v E L(X'C, Y) such that
ux'n — υx'n. We reduce the Frechet space case to a Banach space situation
by means of the following facts: first, since X'τ is a semi-reflexive gDF
space, the operator u actually is weakly compact [48, Thm. 2.3], i.e. it
transforms a certain τ( X'9 X)-zero neighbourhood into a weakly compact
disk CinY.Ybeing a Frechet space, there exists a weakly compact disk D
in Y such that the Banach space (YD9 D) (the span of D in Y with norm
unit ball D) induces the same topology on C as the original topology of Y
[48, Lemma in §1]. In particular, C is a weakly compact disk in (YD9 D).
Hence, the closure W of Yc — spanC in (YD9 D) is a weakly compactly
generated Banach space, and the closed linear span Zo of (ux'n)n in
(W9 D) is a separable linear subspace. Returning now to Lewis' argu-
ments, we conclude by a result of Amir/Lindenstrauss [2] that there exists
a closed separable linear subspace Z o f ( f f , ΰ ) , Z 0 C Z C W9 and a norm
one projection P: W -> Z. Let (yn)n be a dense countable subset of Z. We
now use the m.a.p. of Y to assert the existence of an equicontinuous
sequence of finite rank operators (hn)n C L(Y9 Y) with the property that
(idγ-hn)(ac{yl9...9yn})CVn/n9 where (Vn)n is a decreasing zero
neighbourhood base in 7, all Vn closed convex circled. Denote by vn the
composition

The υn are continuous and of finite rank, hence (vn)n C L(X'c9 Y). We
now show that υnx' ^ ( P ° u)(x') in Y for all x' E X'. Let xf E X\ and
m arbitrary.
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(i) There exists F G % y , F C \Vm, such that hn(V) C Vm/3 for all
n.

(ii) There exists k such that (P o u)(x') — yk G V. Hence, if n0 =
max{ra, A:, 3}, we have:

(iii) (hn - iάy)(ac{yλ,... ,yno}) C Vn/n C F Λ / Λ 0 C F W / 3 for all n ^
«0. Altogether, this implies:

(iv) vnx' - (P o u)(x') = (ΛΛ o p o „)(* ') - P o u(x') =
ΛΛ((P o w)(*') - Λ ) + ( Λ Λ Λ - Λ ) + ( Λ - P o w(χ')) e Vm for all n >
nQ. In particular, according to Theorem 1.3, (t?π)π is weakly Cauchy in
Le{X'c,Y), and thus, by assumption, tends weakly to v E L(X'C, Y).
Together with the fact vnx' -^P° u(x') in Y for all x' E X\ we conclude
that t)x' = ( ? o M)(X') for all x' E X', and, in particular, υx'n =
(P o w)(^) = WJĈ  for all n. This completes the proof.

A variety of consequences of Theorem 3.4 follows.

3.5 THEOREM. Let X and Ybe Banach spaces.
(a) // Xr and Y are weakly sequentially complete, and every weakly

compact linear operator from X into Y is compact, then Kb(X9 Y) is weakly
sequentially complete.

(b) Conversely, if Xr or Y has m.a.p., and Kb(X,Y) is weakly
sequentially complete, then Xr and Y are weakly sequentially complete, and
every weakly compact linear operator from X into Y is compact.

3.6 COROLLARY. Whenever X is a Banach space whose dual is weakly
sequentially complete, and Y is a Banach space with the Schur property, then
Kb{X, Y) is weakly sequentially complete.

Because of the many interesting concrete gDF spaces in analyis, like
spaces of bounded continuous functions Ch{S)β, S locally compact
Hausdorff, or of bounded holomorphic functions H°°(G)β, G a plane
region, both with the strict topology β of R. C. Buck [12, 13] (cf. [15] for a
survey), we also note a version of Theorem 3.5 for the gDF-.F-situation.

3.7 THEOREM. Let X be a gDF space, and Y a Frechet space such that
Xb and Y are weakly sequentially complete. Then we have:

(a) // Wh(X,Y) = K(X,Y), then Kb(X,Y) is weakly sequentially
complete.

(b) Conversely, if X'h or Y has m.a.p., and Kh(X,Y) is weakly
sequentially complete, then W\X, Y) = K(X, Y).

Note. Whenever X is a Mackey gDF space, then Wb(X,Y) =
W(X, Y), and whenever X is gDF and Y Frechet such that l o r Y is
semi-reflexive, then L(X, Y) = W(X, Y) (see the last paragraph of §0.2).
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3.8 COROLLARY, (a) Whenever S is a locally compact Hausdorff space,
and X a Banach space with the Schur property, or a Frechet-Montel space,
then the space Kh(Ch(S)β, X) is weakly sequentially complete. In particular,
this is true for Kh(C(K), X), K compact Hausdorff, X as before.

(b) Whenever Y is a sequentially complete Frέchet space, then
Lh(H°°(D)β, Y) = Kh(H°°{D)β, Y) (D the open unit disk in the complex
plane) is weakly sequentially complete.

It is a long standing conjecture that, for reflexive Banach spaces X
and Y, the space L(X, Y) is reflexive if and only if all bounded linear
operators from X into Y are compact. In a series of papers, Ruckle [45],
Holub [32], and Kalton [35] established this result under the additional
assumption that X or Y has a.p. We derive this (and a little bit more) from
Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 1.11 in the more general gDF-.F-setting. (For
further information on the above conjecture, see also Cor. 3.3 of our paper
[16].)

3.9 THEOREM. Let X be a Mackey gDF space, and Y a Frechet space
such that X'h and Y are reflexive. Consider the following statements'.

(<i)L(X,Y) = K(X,Y),
(b)Lh(X,Y) is reflexive,
(c)Kh(X,Y) is reflexive,
(d) Kb(X, Y) is weakly sequentially complete.

Then (a) implies (b), (b) implies (c), and (c) is equivalent to (d). Finally,
whenever X'h or Y has m.a.p., then (d) implies (a).

We are now in a position to combine Theorems 1.7 and 3.4 to
conclude that for two reflexive Frechet spaces X and Y, one of which is
semi-Montel, the space Le(X'c, Y) is a reflexive Frechet space. However,
with a little additional' effort, we are able to show that the semi-reflexivity
part of this result is true for any locally convex spaces. We need the
following technical result which is a kind of "net-version" of Lemma 3.2.

3.10 LEMMA. Let X and Y be locally convex spaces such that X is
semi-reflexive, and let H be a bounded subset of Le(X'τ, Y). Then every
wot-limit h: X' -> Y of a net (Λ λ ) λ C H is contained in L(X'r, Y).

A combination of Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 1.2 directly leads to
the fundamental result on the semi-reflexivity of Le(X'c, Y).

3.11 THEOREM. Let X and Y be semi-reflexive locally convex spaces
such that L(X'T9 Y) = L(X[, Y). Then the space Le{X'c, Y) and, in case X
and Y are complete, also the space X ®ε Y is semi-reflexive.
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3.12 COROLLARY. Let X and Y be semi-reflexive locally convex spaces
one of which is semi-Montel. Then the space Le(X'c, Y) and, in case X and Y
are complete, also the space X ®ε Y is semi-reflexive.

REMARKS, (a) Corollary 3.12 improves a result of Grothendieck [30,
Cor. p. 118] in that it shows that not the full Schwartz property is needed
in one of the factors X or Y, but only the semi-Montel property.

(b) Theorem 3.11 exposes the matter of semi-reflexivity of X®εY in
full generality. In particular, it extends corresponding results in [63] and
eliminates superfluous restrictions.

We now derive further consequences of Theorem 3.11.

3.13 THEOREM. Let X be a gDF space and Y a Frechet space such that
X'h and Yare reflexive. IfL(X'τ\ Y) = L(X'C\ Y), in particular, if X'h or Y is
semi-Montel, then Kh(X, Y) is a reflexive Frechet space.

3.14 THEOREM, (a) Whenever X is a barrelled locally convex space, then
Lc( X, Y) is semi-reflexive if and only if Y is semi-reflexive.

(b) Whenever X is a Montel space, then Lh(X, Y) is semi-reflexive if
and only if Y is semi-reflexive.

Theorem 3.14 extends corresponding results in [63, Cor. 3.8] and
eliminates superfluous restrictions.

Proof of Theorem 3.14. Whenever X is barrelled, then X'c is semi-
Montel. Thus, Proposition (a) follows from Corollary 3.12 and the repre-
sentation LC(X, Y) = Le((X'c)'c, Y) of Example 0.3. Proposition (b) is a
special case of (a).

4. Weak compactness in spaces of vector-valued functions. This
section is devoted to a study of weak compactness in various spaces of
vector-valued functions. Starting from the principle of linearizing vector-
valued functions, as indicated in Example 0.5, the criteria will turn out to
be direct consequences of our general results in the context of the operator
space L ^ F ) .

We place our results in the general context of weighted spaces of
vector-valued continuous functions. These spaces have been introduced in
the scalar case by L. Nachbin [39], and studied in the vector-valued case
by K.-D. Bierstedt [4, 5] and J. B. Prolla [42]. We recall the basic
definition, and refer the reader for details to Bierstedt's surveys [6, 7] and
his paper [8].
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DEFINITION. Let T be a completely regular Hausdorff space, X a
locally convex space, and V¥= 0 a directed family of weights on T
(real-valued non-negative upper semicontinuous functions on Γ). Then
the weighted space CV0(T, X) is defined as follows: CV0(T, X) = {F:
T -> X continuous | vF: t h-» v(t)F(t) vanishes at infinity for all v G V},
endowed with the locally convex topology generated by the semi-norms
{bυ q), v G V, q a continuous semi-norm on X, where bυ q{F) —
snp{υ(t)q(F(t))\t G Γ}. (A function F: T^X is said to vanish at
infinity if, for every continuous seminorm q on X, and every ε > 0, there
exists a compact subset K of T such that q(F(t))<ε for all t E T\K.)

4.1 EXAMPLES, (cf. [4, 5, 6])

Weights

T completely regular Hausdorff kR

X quasi-complete locally convex
V = {λχ^| λ > 0, K compact in T)

S locally compact Hausdorff
X quasi-complete locally convex
K=Q+0S)
S locally compact Hausdorff
X Banach
V=C+(S)

S locally compact Hausdorff,
countable at infinity
X Banach
V=C+(S)

CV0(T, X)
C(T, X)co: continuous functions,
with the compact-open topology

Cb(S, X)β: bounded continuous
functions, with the strict to-
pology

C0(S, X): continuous functions
vanishing at infinity, with
sup-norm

CC(S, Λr) : continuous functions
with compact support, with the
usual inductive limit topology

Facts (cf. [6, 7, 8]). (a) CV0(T, X) is complete whenever Xis complete
and T is a FR-space, i.e. a function /: T -> R is continuous as soon as its
restrictions f\ [t G T\ v(t) > 1} are continuous for all v G V.

(b) If T is a FR-space and Xis quasi-complete, then we have:

CV0(T,X)^Le(X'c,CV0(T>))-

FH>F*: {x'h+x' o F}.

In [9], Bogdanowicz showed that a bounded sequence (Fn)n in
C(ΛT, X\ K compact Hausdorff, X Banach, converges weakly to F G
C(K, X) if and only if (Fn(t))n converges weakly (in X) to F(t) for all
/ G T. We now use the ideas of §2 to show that the corresponding result
holds for just any of the weighted spaces CV0(T, X).
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4.2 THEOREM. Let T be a completely regular Hausdorff space, and X a
quasi-complete locally convex space. Let V> 0 be a directed family of
weights on T such that T is a VR-space and that for every t E T there exists
fGCVQ(T) with f(t) *0.

Then a sequence {Fn)n C CV0(T9 X) converges weakly to F E
CV0(T9 X) if and only if it is bounded and (Fn(t),x')n converges to
{F(t\ x') for allt<ΞT and all xf E ext U°9 U E ^lx.

This follows from a combination of Theorem 2.4, fact (b) above, and
results of Summers [58, Thm. 4.6] and Goullet de Rugy [26, Cor. 4.5] (see
also [50]) which state that under the assumptions on T and V, cxt(BΌ)% =
{v(t)8t I / E N(v)} U {0}, where BΌ = {/ E CVQ(T) | v(t) \f(t) | < 1 for
all t E T}, and N(v) = {t E T\ v(t) > 0}.

Clearly, also Theorem 2.6 and the results of §1 allow pointwise-weak
versions for weak compactness properties of subsets of CV0(T9 X). These
consequences are left to the interested reader. We only note here that
Proposition 2.7 for the space C(Γ, X)co = Le(X'c9 C(T)CO) =
Le((C(T)coyc, X) specializes to Grothendieck's classical result [28, II.
Lemma 1] on weak compactness in this function space.

In view of the discussion preceding Theorem 4.2, Proposition 2.7
allows us to derive the following general result:

4.3 THEOREM. Let E denote any of the function spaces C(T, X)co,
Cb(S9 X)β, C0(S9 X), or CC(S9 X)i9 S, T and X as specified in Examples
4.1. Then a subset H of E is weakly relatively compact in E if and only if

(i) H is bounded in E,
(ii) H{t) is weakly relatively compact in Xfor all t E T (resp. / G S ) ,

and
(iii) every pointwise-weak limit F: T -> X (resp. F: S -* X) of a net in

H belongs to E.

(From results in [50] it will follow that Theorem 4.3 holds for any
space CV0(T, X) as specified in Theorem 4.2.)

Note that our results on weak convergence and weak compactness in
continuous function spaces contain corresponding results of [37, Cor. 3.7]
and [61] as particular cases.

In concluding this section on weighted function spaces, we want to
point out that the results considered so far also apply to weighted spaces
of holomorphic vector-valued functions (see [4, 2.9]), and to spaces of
holomorphic vector-valued functions in infinitely many variables. In this
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very last context, note the following result of Aron/Schottenloher [3]:
Given X and Y (complex) locally convex spaces, Y quasi-complete, and U
an open subset of X, the space H(U, Y)co is a topological linear subspace
of

Le(rc, H(U)CO): H(U, Y)co^Le(Y;, H(U)CO)

F\-*F*: { / κ > j Ό F}.

Applications of our results to this function space are left to the
interested reader.

As a final example, we now investigate Pettis integrable functions.
Let (Ω, Σ, μ) be a finite measure space.

DEFINITION (cf. [59]). Let X be a quasi-complete locally convex space.
(a) A function F: Ω -> X is said to be Pettis integrable if

(i) x' © Fis measurable for all x' E X\
(ii) x' o F E L !(μ) for all x' E JT, and

(iii) for E E Σ there exists an element JEFdμGX such that
(JEFdμ, x') = /^(x' o F) Jμ for all JC' E X'.

(b) A function F: Ω -> A' is said to be measurable if there exists a
sequence (i^)w of μ-simple functions which converge μ-a.e. to F.

(c) The Pettis topology on the space P(μ, X) of all Pettis integrable
functions F: Ω -» X is generated by the seminorms

= sup{/ I x ' o F | </μ| x ' G U0}, US %x.

4.4 LEMMA. Whenever F: Ω -» X is Pettis integrable, X quasi-complete,
then the associated linear operator F*: X' -> L !(μ), F*(x') — xr Q F, is
weak*-weakly continuous.

Proof. The linear operator 7>: L°°(μ) -> A, 7>(g) = JgFdμ, is well
defined and weak*-weakly continuous, cf. I, II, and III on pages 64/65 of
[59]. It is easy to see that F* = (TF)

f.

According to Lemma 4.4, whenever we want to apply our operator-
theoretic results to spaces of Pettis integrable functions, we have to specify
conditions on F, Ω and X which ensure that the operators F* actually are
c-continuous, i.e. that they transform equicontinuous subsets of X' into
relatively compact subsets of L\μ).
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4.5 PROPOSITION. Let X be a quasi-complete locally convex space, F:
Ω -* X Pettis integrable, and consider the associated linear operator i7*:
X' -» L\μ), F*(x') = χΌF. If

(a) F is measurable, in particular, if X is separable, or if
(b) (Ω, Σ, μ) is a perfect measure space [51], and F is bounded,

thenF* G L(X'C, L\μ)).

Proof. The case when X is Banach is well known: for F measurable,
see [24]; if X is separable, then F is measurable, according to Pettis'
measurability criterion; and the compactness of i7* for X Banach under
assumption (c) is a result of C. Stegall, cf. [24] and [38]. We now reduce
the general case to the Banach space case. Let % x be a zero neighbour-
hood base in X, all U G βllx closed convex and circled, and denote by Xυ

the usual Banach space associated with U G % x : Xv — completion of
(X/N(U), qυ), where qυ is the Minkowski-functional of U, and N(U) =
{x £ X\ qυ(x) — 0}. Moreover, denote byy^ the canonical projection^:
X -» Xυ, and recall that (jυ)': (X v ) ' -» X' is an isometry onto X'υo - the
span of U° in Xf, with the norm unit ball U°.

Given F: Ω -* X Pettis integrable, consider the maps

Fυ =jυ o F: Q^X^Xy, U G %x.

It is easy to see that all Fυ are Pettis integrable as well, that they are
strongly measurable, or bounded, whenever F is, and that they are
strongly measurable whenever X is separable, for then all Xυ are separa-
ble. Hence, according to the first part of the proof, all maps (Fυ)*:
{Xυ)

f -* L\μ) are compact. But we have the identities:

= B{{Xυ)') % o F

= (Λ,)'(*( W ) ) ° F = U° ° F = F*(U%

and this completes the proof.

We can now combine Proposition 4.5 with the results of §2.

4.6 THEOREM. Let (Ω, Σ, μ) be a finite measure space, X a quasi-com-
plete locally convex space, and F, {Fn)n C P(μ, X) Pettis integrable func-
tions Ω -* X. Moreover, suppose that for (Ω, Σ, μ), X and {F,(Fn)n} any of
the assumptions (a) or (b) of Proposition 4.5 is fulfilled. Then the sequence
{Fn)n converges weakly {with respect to the Pettis topology on P(μ, X)) to F
if and only if it is bounded and (jExr ° Fndμ)n converges to jEx' © Fdμ for
all E G Σ and all x' G ext U°, U G %x.
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As before, also the other results of §§1 and 2 directly translate into
weak compactness criteria for sets of Pettis integrable functions. Let us
note just on more special case. Others are left to the interested reader.

Taking into account the special weak convergence criteria in an
L1(/x)-space, Proposition 1.6 translates into the following result:

4.7 THEOREM. Let (Ω, Σ, μ) be a finite measure space, and X a Frechet
space. Denote by Pλ(μ, X) the space of all (strongly) measurable Pettis
integrable functions with the Pettis topology (note that Pλ(μ, X) — P(μ, X)
whenever X is separable). Then a subset H of Px(μ, X) is weakly condition-
ally compact if and only if

(i) the set x' ° H C L\μ) is bounded and uniformly integrable for all
x' E X\ and

(ii) the set {jEFdμ\ F E H) is weakly conditionally compact in X for
all E E Σ.

Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 extend corresponding results of D. R. Lewis
[37, Cors. 3.4, 3.5].
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